10 Uber-Romantic Places That Center Around The Fireplace
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With the colder months fast approaching, now is the time to enjoy a romantic getaway while keeping warm and cozy next to a stunning fireplace. From California to Vermont, below you will find 10 romantic destinations to kindle the sparks.
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The Vendue

Charleston, South Carolina

The Vendue, Charleston’s Art Hotel, is housed in elegantly repurposed warehouses dating back to the 1780s. During the 18th and 19th centuries, the owners of the warehouses regularly rented out the upstairs rooms to ship captains and other seafarers. Today, those same spaces serve as The Vendue’s guest rooms, retaining their original charm with details such as exposed brick walls, wide heart-pine floors, high ceilings and working fireplaces. Each room is unique and furnished with an understated mixture of period and reproduction furniture (including canopy beds), fine linens and original artwork. One exciting note: the fireplaces have been converted to easy-starting gas logs. Enjoy a completed redecorated room with a double fireplace—one side faces out into the bedroom and the other faces the bathroom with a soaking tub.